TUES. 7/26 9:00AM — H3: CODING POTPOURRI: A SURVEY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND TOOLS USED IN LIBRARY APPLICATIONS TODAY

2011 AALL ANNUAL MEETING AND CONFERENCE

Date/Time:  Tue, Jul 26 9:00am - 10:30am
Location/Room:  PCC-Room 201(C)

Programming languages and the web tools they create permeate today’s library. Daily, librarians make decisions about the tools they offer patrons online. They consult with IT staff about implementing online tools, but they may not have a realistic idea of what they’re requesting. Most librarians know a little, want to know more, and are willing to self-educate—but may not know where to start. This program will provide an overview of several programming languages that are currently being used by libraries. Panelists will discuss how they use these languages to create online tools for patrons, design and display effective web pages, and manipulate cataloging records.

Coordinator & Moderator:
Cynthia W. Bassett - University of Missouri Law School Library

Speaker(s):
Tom Boone - Loyola Law School - Los Angeles
Jason Eiseman - Yale Law School
Nicole C. Engard - ByWater Solutions
Ted Lawless - Brown University